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We determine the structure of the homology of a Kac-Moody Lie algebra with 
coeffkients in a generalized Verma module. 
1. INTRODUCTTON 
In this paper, we give the structure of the homology of a Kac-Moody Lie 
algebra (possibly infinite dimensional) with coefficients in an arbitrary 
generalized Verma module. Because the finite-dimensional semisimple Lie 
algebras over C are a special case of the Kac-Moody Lie algebras, this 
paper generalizes the results in [ 7, 111, and the main results are given here as 
Theorem 4.17 and Corollary 4.18. They show that even for inlinite- 
dimensional Kac-Moody Lie algebras, the homology spaces are always 
finite dimensional and are not always zero. 
We use the methods in [ 111. For the homology (or cohomology) of 
nilradicals of parabolic subalgebras of the Kac-Moody Lie algebras in 
certain modules, we use the generalization of Kostant’s fundamental result 
given in [9, Theorem 5.71. 
This work was done during the author’s tenure as a visiting scholar at the 
University of Massachusetts at Amherst. Deep gratitute is due to Professor J. 
Humphreys and Professor F. Williams. They offered valuable suggestions 
and read the manuscript. The author is also thankful to Professor G. 
Avrunin for inspiring conversations. 
2. KAC-MOODY LIE ALGEBRAS 
This section consists of general material needed in this paper. The 
notations agree with those in [3, Sects. 2,3]. Consequently we will be fairly 
brief. 
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Let k be a field of characteristic 0. Let A = (A,), i, j = l,..., 1, be a 
generalized Cartan matrix, i.e., (1) Aii = 2, (2) A, E -Z + , Vi #j, where Z + 
denotes the non-negative integers, (3) A, = 0 > A, = 0, ViJ 
Let g = g(A) denote the Kac-Moody Lie algebra over k generated by the 
elements h, ,..., h,, e, ,..., e,,f, ,..,, fr, and h the abelian subalgebra of g 
spanned by hi,..., h,. Let ge denote the “extended” Lie algebra obtained by 
adjoining to g certain derivations. Let d be the space spanned by these 
derivations, so that g = d X g (semidirect product). Also he = d 0 h is an 
abelian Lie algebra of g’. Define a, ,..., a, E (he)* by the conditions 
lk eil = ai ei for all h E he and all i= l,..., 1. We fixed d so that the 
a,,..., a, are linearly independent. Let d c (he)* be the set of roots of 
(g’, heI, A + and A- the sets of all positive and negative roots relative to 
a, ,..., a,, respectively. Then we have the root space decomposition 
(2-l) 
Define the following subalgebras of ge: n = UbEA+ gm and be = he 0 n. The 
reflections with respect to the roots ai are denoted by ri, i = I,..., 1. Let W 
(the Weyl group) be the group of automorphisms of (he)* generated by 
r ,,..., r,. For all w  E W, define @,,, = (4 E A+ 1 w-‘4 E A-}. Let n(w) be the 
number of elements in a,,, and Z(w) the length of w. Then n(w) = I(w) (a 
finite number). Define p E (he)* to be any fixed element satisfying the 
conditions p(h,) = 1 for all i E {I,..., 1). Then p - wp= CBEeH.#, for all 
WE w. 
From now on, we assume that A is symmetrizable. Fix a subset 5’ of 
{l,..., I} such that the square submatrix B of A defined in the obvious way by 
S is a classical Cartan matrix of finite type. Then the Lie subalgebra g, of 
g = g(A) generated by ihi, ei,&}iss is isomorphic to the finite-dimensional 
split semisimple Lie algebra g(B) whose Cartan matrix is B. Let 
AS=An~iESbai, A~=A+nA” and A?=A_nA”. Define the 
following subalgebras of ge: u = umcA+-A~ gm, re = g, + h’ and pe = re @ u. 
Then rp is a (finite-dimensional) reductive Lie algebra (cf. [9, 
Proposition 5.21). 
We recall that there is a natural bijection, denoted by 1 t-+ M(A), between 
the set P, of all L E (he)* such that ,I(hi) E Z + for all i E S, and the set of 
(isomorphism classes of) finite-dimensional irreducible ce-modules which are 
irreducible under gS . M(d) is the direct sum of its weight spaces for he, and 1 
is the highest weight for he in M(A). For all 1 E P,, we define the generalized 
Verma module I’M(A) ([3,9]) to be the ge-module induced by the irreducible 
pe-module which is M(n) as a re-module and which is annihilated by u. Let 
G’, Pe and Be (regarded as subalgebras of G’) be the universal enveloping 
algebras of ge, pe and be, respectively. Then I”‘(‘) = Ge @,,M(A). If S = 4, 
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then the modules Fn) are just the Verma modules V’ = Ge Or k,, where 
k, is the be-module with unique weight A. 
If N is a P’-module, we set 
I? = Hom,(Ge, N). (2.2) 
Define g . f (g E-Ge,fE fi) by (g *f)(x) =f(xg) for all x E G’. Obviously, 
g .fE N. Thus N can be regarded as a left Ge-module. Proposition 5.5.4 of 
[2] can be applied to the case of Kac-Moody Lie algebras as follows: 
PROPOSITION 2.3. Let G’ and P’ be the universal enveloping algebras of 
g’ and pe, respectively, N a pe-module, and N* the dual pe-module. Then 
(G’ ape N)* z Hom,(Ge, N*) (as G’-modules). 
COROLLARY 2.4. Let V M(a) be the generalized Verma module with 
AEP,. Then 
(VMCA))* z Hom,(G’, (M(n))*). 
3. HOMOLOGY AND COHOMOLOGY OF A LIE ALGEBRA 
In this section, a known duality result (see for example Propositions 1.5 
and 1.6 of [3]) is formulated. It is valid for an arbitrary (possibly infmite- 
dimensional) Lie algebra. 
Let a be an arbitrary Lie algebra over a field k. We denote by /i(a) the 
exterior algebra. The tensor product Cj = A OkAj(a) (j > 0) is a left A- 
module and is A-free, where A is the universal enveloping algebra of a. Let 
.a. -+ A @ li ‘(a) +dz A @ li ‘(a) +dl A +‘o k + 0 be the standard free a- 
resolution of the trivial a-module k. Let N be an a-module and let N’ be the 
corresponding right a-module. The homology groups H,(a, N’) of a with 
coefficients in N’ may be realized as the homology of the complex 
. ..%!!Nt&C l=NL@ACO-O, 
or equivalently, of the standard complex 
. ..~NfOkrll(a)~N’Ok/io(a)~O. (3.1) 
Let N* be the dual a-module. The cohomology groups H*(a, N*) of a 
with coefftcients in N* are the homology groups of the complex 
Hom(d~F’) 0 -+ Hom,(C, , N *) ------+ Hom,(C,, N*) Hom(d,.l), . . ., 
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or of the standard complex 
o-, (N@AO(a))*% (N@n’(a))* 2 .*.. (3.2) 
Now we prove a known general duality statement as follows. 
PROPOSITION 3.3. Let H,(A) be the homology of a complex 
A: . . . -+Aj+l %Aj+ . . . -%A,+() 
and H* (A *) the homology of the dual complex 
A*:O~A,*~A:~...~Aj*~Ai*,,~ . . . . 
Then 
(Hj(A))* z H’(A *) for j> 0. 
Proof. This clearly holds for j = 0. To prove that (Hj(A))* z Hj(A *), for 
j > 0, we denote the restriction map of AT onto ker dj by 0: A; + (ker d,)*. 
Then ker 4 = Im dp . So (ker dj) * 2 AT/Im dj* . Hence 
(Hj(A))* = {fE (ker dj)* ]f(Im d,,,) = 0) 
E (fE AT 1 d,++ I(f) = O}/Im dj* = Hj(A *). Q.E.D. 
Applying Proposition 3.3 to (3.1) and (3.2), we have: 
PROPOSITION 3.4. The jth cohomology Hj (a, N*) of a in the dual a- 
module N* is naturally isomorphic to the dual space of the j th homology 
Hj(a, N’), that is, 
H(a, N*) E Hj(a, N’)* for j> 0. 
Remark. In Section 4, Proposition 3.4 will be applied to the situation in 
which a is the subalgebra u of ge and N is a g’-module. Moreover, we 
consider the natural actions of re on H,(u, N’) and H*(u, N*). Obviously, 
the standard action or I+’ on H’(u, N*) is the contragredient of the standard 
action of re on Hj(U, N’), for j 2 0 (see Proposition 1.6 of [3]). 
4. HOMOLOGY COMPUTATIONS 
In this section, we improve the methods in [ 1 l] to generalize the results in 
[ 1 l] and obtain the homology of Kac-Moody Lie algebras with coefficients 
in a generalized Verma module. 
By Corollary 2.4 and Proposition 3.4, we have 
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LEMMA 4.1. Let G’, Pe and I@(‘) be as Section 2. Then 
Hj(ge, (V”(‘))t)* r Hj(ge, Homp,(Ge, (M(A))*)) for j > 0. 
Now we will give a Kac-Moody Lie algebraic version of Shapiro’s lemma. 
PROPOSITION 4.2. Retain the notation of Lemma 4.1. Then 
Hj(g’, Hompe(Ge, (M(A))*)) zHj(pe, (M(A))*) for j > 0. 
ProoJ The result follows immediately from Proposition 4.2 of 
[ 1, p. 2751. Q.E.D. 
Since u is an ideal of pe and p’/u z re, for any left pe-module A, there is 
the Hochschild-Serre spectral sequence {EfY} whose E, term is associated 
to H*(pe, A) and whose second-order terms are given by 
E;*4 = HP(re, H4(u, A)) 
(see Corollary 4, Sect. 3 of [4]). In particular, taking A = (M(A))* (see 
Proposition 4.2), we have 
E<7q = HP(re, Hq(u, (M(A))*)) F H”(pe, M(A))*) for n=p+q. (4.3) 
Now we need to calculate H*(u, (M(A))*). First of all, applying 
[9, Theorem 5.71, we obtain the homology spaces H,(u, k’) with the 
standard action of re, where k is regarded as the trivial g’-module with 
weight 0; that is, 
Hj(u, k’) = l--J M(w - P)*, 
l(w)=j 
WE w; 
(4.4) 
where Wk = {w E W ( W- ’ d: c A+ } and M(wp - p) is the irreducible re- 
module with highest weight wp - p E P,. 
Then by Proposition 3.4 and (4.4), we obtain 
Hj(u, (M(l))*) = Hj(U, M(1)‘) * 
= (Hj(u, k’) @ M(n))* 
= I..J M(w -P> 0 w(A))*. (4.5) 
i(w)=j 
WE w; 
From Proposition 1.7.8 of [2] and (4.5), the re-module H’(u, (M(A))*) is 
finite dimensional and semisimple. 
To calculate Z-ZP(re, Hq(u, (M(A))*)), we shall also require the following 
standard facts. 
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LEMMA 4.6. Let a be an arbitrary Lie algebra over a jIeld k, and V a 
fmite-dimensional a-module which is semisimple. Then 
V= aV@ V”, 
where aV = {xi xivi(finite sum) ) xi E a, vi E V} and V”= (v E V) x . u = 0, 
for all x E a}. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let V be a C-module. If V is finite dimensional and 
semisimple and Ye = 0, then 
HP(f, V) = 0 for p > 0. 
Lemma 4.7 is immediate from Theorem 10 of [4]. By Lemma 4.7, we have 
HP(C, reHq(u, (M(A)) *)) = 0 for p, q > 0. (4.8) 
Hence we have 
HP(re, H4(u, (M(L))*)) = HP@‘, (Hq(u, (M(i))*)“)). (4.9) 
By (4.5), we have 
I(w)=q 
WEWi (4.10) 
0 ifJ#wp-PforallwE Wi,or 
ifl=w,p-pforsomew,E Wk 
= and q # l(w,) 
k ifd=w,p--forsomew,E Wkand 
4 = l(h)* 
Note that in the second case, k = Hq(u, @4(n))*)” is a trivial C-module. 
Applying this fact to (4.9), we obtain that for p, q > 0, 
0 if3,#wp-PforallwE Wk, 
or if A = wOp - p for some 
Hp(re, H4(u, (M(l))*)) = w,, E Wi and q # l(w,) (4.11) 
HP(C) if 2 = w,p - p for 
some w0 E Wk and q = Z(w,). 
Remarks. (1) If A = w,p -p for some w0 E Wk, then w0 is unique. 
(2) Assume now that S = 4. Then Wk = W, re = h’, u = n, P, = (he)* 
and M(A) = k,. Since he is an abelian Lie algebra, 
HP(he) = (Ap(he))* for p 2 0, (4.12) 
481/90/l-Z 
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By (4.3) and (4.1 l), we obtain the two cases: 
(1) If~#wp-~forallwEW~,thenE~~q=Oforp,q~O.Itimplies 
that 
H”(p’, (M(A)) *) = E;*’ = 0 for n > 0. (4.13) 
(2) If L = w,p -p for some w. E Wk, then w. is unique and 
ETqq = 
I 
0 for p > 0 and q# l(w,) 
HP(re) for p 2 0 and q= l(w,). 
(4.14) 
Thus 
H”(pe, (M(A))*) = E;-h).‘(Wo) 
for n > 0, 
(4.15) 
Clearly, we have 
H”+“o)(~‘) = 0, (4.16) 
unless I(w,) < n < dim re + I(w,). Then by Lemma 4.1, Proposition 4.2, 
(4.13), (4.15) and (4.16), we obtain the main 
THEOREM 4.17. In the notation of Section 2, the homology of a 
Kac-Moody Lie algebra g’ with coeflcients in a generalized Verma module 
VMcn’ is given as follows: 
(1) IfI#wp-pforall WE Wk={wE Wlw-‘A~cA+}, then 
Hj(ge, (V”(‘))‘) = 0 for all j > 0. 
(2) Jf n = w,p - p for some w, E Wi (w, is necessarily unique), then 
Hi(ge, (V”(*))‘) = (Hi-t(“@(re))* = Hjercwd(re) 
for all j > 0, and 
Hj(ge, ( VMcn’)r) = 0, 
unless I(w,) <j Q dim re + I(w,). 
Remark. H,(re) is well known. 
By Theorem 4.17 and (4.12), we obtain 
COROLLARY 4.18. Let ge be a Kac-Moody Lie algebra and V’ the 
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Vet-ma module with highest weight A E (he)*. Then the homology of g’ with 
coeflcients in VA is given as follows: 
(1) IfA# wp-pfor all wE W, then 
Hj(ge, (P)‘) = 0 for all j 2 0. 
(2) If A = w,p -p for some w,, E W (w, is necessarily unique), then 
Hj(ge, (VA)‘) = /lj-Q”“‘(h’) for all j > 0; 
moreover, 
Hj(ge, (VA)‘) = 0 
unless 2(w,) <j < dim he + l(w,). 
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